Narrative

This questionnaire provides an opporfifnlty for you to express your thoughts wonymously about this course.

Evaluation

Your wmmenfs wil! be used to help improve teaching quahty, class readings and assignments, and course
structure. Th? instructor wU! receive a copy of this evahwtion only after grades we submitted to the
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^sgistrar. STUDENT VOLUNTEER: Please deliwr completed 'forms to Van 230
immediate^ after class today. If office is closed, please slide i-tnder door.
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What about the instructor and his/he^L- teaching was least helpful to your leatning?
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What changes would you recommend to make this course a better learning experience? You might
consider: the pacing of the course, the topics covered, the balance between lecture and discussion,
the usefulness ofassignments/readings.
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Were the course exams useful in. helping you understand and think more deeply about the subject
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What changes would you recommend to make this course a better learning experience? You might
consider: the pacing of the course, the topics covered, the balance between lecture and discussion,
the usefulness ofassigntnents/teadings.
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This questionnaire promdes an opporfmuSy fof'you to express yow thotighfs amnymonsly about this course.
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What changes would you recommend to make this coutse a better learning experience? You might
consider the pacing of the course, the topics coveted, the balance between, lectute and discussion,
the usefulness ofassignmeats/i'eadings.
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Were the course exams useful in helpmg you understand and think more deeply about the subject
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'This qnestionnaire provides an opportunity for you to expnssyow thoughts anonymonsly about this course.
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What changes would you recommend to make this course a better leatning experience? You might
consider the pacing of the course, the topics covered, the balance between lecture and discussion,
the usefulness ofassigmnents/readings.
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Wete the coutse exams useful in helping you understand and think mate deeply about the subject
matter? Do you have any suggestions fot imptovmg them?
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What about the insttuctot and his/het teaching was least helpful to yout learning?
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What changes would you i'ecommend to make this course a better learning experience? You might
consider the pacmg of the course, the topics covered, the balance between lectute and discussion,
the usefulness of assignments/readings.
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Nattative

This question nwe provides an oppof'ttiinfyforjou to expmsyonr tbonghts anonymouslj about this course.
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Ywr comments will be used to help improve teaching quaflly, class readings and assignments, and cow'se
structws. The instructor will receive a copy oj'this waluation only after grades an submitted to the
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What about the instmctor and his/het teaching was most helpful to your leattiing?
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What about the instructot and his/her teaching was kast ' helpfifl to yout learning?
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What changes would you recommend to make this course a better learning experience? You might
considet: the pacing of the course, the topics covered, the balance between lecture and discussion,
the usefulness ofassignments/teadings.
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Were the course exams useful in helping you uadet-stand and think more deeply about the subject

matter? Do you have any suggestions for Imptoving them?
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Narrative

This: qswtionnaire provides an opportunity for jou to exfmsjvw thoughts anonymously about tbis course.

Evaluation

Yow comments will be used to help imp)~ove teaching quality, class nadings and assignments, and course
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What changes would you recommen-d to make this course a better leatning experience? You might
consider: the pacing of the coutse, the topics covered, the balance between lectuie and discussion,
the usefulness ofassignments/readings.
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Were the coutse exams useful in helping you understand and think more deeply about the subject
matter? Do you have any suggestions for improving them?
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Your commefUs wiU be used to help wiprove teaching quality, class readings and assignments, and course
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What about the instructor and his/her teaching was least helpful to youi: learning?

What changes would you fecommend to make this course a better leatning experience? You might
considei:: the pacing of the coutse, the topics covered, the balance between, lecture and discussion,
the usefulness ofassignments/readings.
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Were the coutse exams useful In helping you undetstand and think more deeply about the subject
mattet? Do you have any suggestions for itnproving them.?
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This questionnaire provides an opportunity for yon to express jour thoughts a/w/iywons/y about this course.
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'Your comments mil be used to help improve teaching qitality, class readings and assignmwts, and course
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What changes would you recotninend to make this course a better learning experience? You might
consider: the pacing of the course, the topics covered, the balance between lecture and discussion,
the usefulness ofassigniTients/i'eadings.

Were the course exams useful in helping you understand and think mote deeply about the subject
matter? Do you have any suggestions for imptoving them.?
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